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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1161: What’s the Point Even If I Showed Disdain on All Life Under the Heavens? 

“You! Come over! Dispel ownership of the storage ring, then get lost! Bright Moon City is under martial 

law, nobody is to enter!” 

Outside Bright Moon City, a Dao Profound Realm martial artist had just come out of the transmission 

array and was threatened like that. 

The moment that martial artist heard, he could not help flying into a great rage and said, “You all are not 

Bright Moon City’s people! Who the hell are you guys! You’re simply committing highway robbery 

here!” 

That solder sneered coldly and said, “So what if committing highway robbery? Bright Moon City is 

already finished! The Great Xiang Region will only have Vastsun City from now on, no Bright Moon City! 

See the corpses over there? Anyone who doesn’t hand over their storage rings, they will be put to death 

without exception!” 

Looking over in the direction that soldier pointed, that martial artist’s expression changed. 

Outside, dead bodies were sprawled all over the ground messily. Clearly, there were already quite a 

number of people who were killed off because of refusing to handover their storage rings. 

Looking at the soldiers guarding the transmission array, they were actually all Dao Profound Realm 

powerhouses without exception. 

Not far away, two black-clothed men were even sitting, drinking tea very leisurely, as if they paid no 

attention to this. 

This Dao Profound Realm martial artist was helpless and could only hand over his storage ring. 

“The news of Bright Moon City being sealed already spread out. The people coming to Bright Moon City 

now are already getting lesser and lesser. Sigh, the brothers’ side allowances also reduced significantly 

all at once.” 

“Enough, be contented! In this half a month, we’ve already reaped no idea how much resources. 

Although what remained in our hands are very few, we also got quite a bit!” 

“Huhu, true! The higher-ups are still pretty good to us. With these resources, we won’t have to worry for 

the next five years.” 

“En, it’s just that, we don’t know when that Ji Qingyun will show up!” 

“Show up? Bullsh*t! Clearly aware that this place is a huge trap, could he still dare to come and deliver 

himself to death?” 

“En, that might not be so! I heard that Ji Qingyun is a besotted soul. He’ll definitely come for the sake of 

the person he loves!” 

“Then it’s perfect. We have a big feast waiting for him here!” 
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The two soldiers exchanged a glance and smiled, but their gazes flitted towards those two black-clothed 

men without prior consultation. 

Just what background these black-clothed men had, they were not clear either. 

They only knew that these two people were both some holy sovereigns. 

But without a doubt, these two people were characters whose strengths were formidable to the 

extreme. 

“En? There’s a dish delivering to the door again. Go take a look.” 

At this time, light flashed, and a figure walked out from inside the transmission array. 

Swoosh! Swoosh! 

Several dozen streaks of sword energy immediately sprayed out, killing all of the surrounding Dao 

Profound Realm soldiers! 

At this time, the two black-clothed men casually waved their hands and directly extinguished the sword 

energies. 

The two drank another mouthful of tea. One of them said, “Brother, business has come knocking. Finish 

it off quickly!” 

After done talking, the two actually slowly stretched lazily and stood up sluggishly, showing an 

appearance of not putting the arrival in their sights at all. 

This arrival was naturally none other than precisely the Ye Yuan, who ran at full speed all the way! 

Along the way, he forcefully hijacked several dozens transmission arrays, crossing several dozen major 

regions, before reaching Bright Moon City within half a month. 

But on the way, Ye Yuan already heard of the news about Bright Moon City being destroyed. 

His heart sank to the rock-bottom. 

At this time, the berserk killing intent on Ye Yuan could not be concealed no matter what. 

“Heh heh, you’re Ji Qingyun? Truly an infatuated soul. Looks like Lord Holy Son guessed correctly. You 

indeed came.” 

“I didn’t think that not seeing you for a couple of days, this punk already broke through to the Seventh 

Level Dao Profound. Fortunately, Lord Holy Son sent the two of us over. If he were to send a holy king 

over, it might really be incapable of suppressing him!. 

“Hahaha, brat, are you surrendering without resistance, or do you want the two of us brothers to take 

action?” 

“Whoa, killing intent isn’t small! Brat, stop racking your brain in vain. You aren’t our match! We, holy 

sovereign powerhouses, are existences comparable to peak Void Mystic!” 

The two people had disdainful looks, not taking Ye Yuan seriously at all. 



The current Ye Yuan, his disposition was poles apart from in the past, giving people a bone-piercing cold 

feeling. 

On the way, he heard quite a bit of news concerning Bright Moon City being destroyed. He could not 

differentiate whether they were rumors or truth either. 

But without a doubt, Li-er was in a very dangerous situation right now! 

Maybe ... 

Ye Yuan did not dare to carry on thinking. He was really very scared that the situation of losing his 

beloved would happen to him once more. 

“I’m only asking you a sentence, where is Li-er right now?” Ye Yuan asked coldly. 

Toward the two people’s attitudes, Ye Yuan did not take it to heart at all. 

He only wanted to know Li-er’s situation right, whether was she was alive or dead, or escaped ... or 

captured. 

“Li-er? Huhu, you’re talking about that chick from the Yue Family? Dead!” 

“Haha, don’t you worry, before long, you’ll go down and reunite together with her.” 

The two people chortled with laughter, but it made Ye Yuan’s heart sink to the bottom of the valley! 

A cold and sharp killing intent virtually materialized, blanketing over towards these two holy sovereign 

powerhouses. 

“Haha, decent killing intent. But ... it’s no use!” said one of them as he laughed without a care. 

The two people were currently laughing when all of a sudden, their expressions became rather 

surprised. 

“En? This ... Such terrifying talent! Killing intent soared continuously and actually directly broke through 

the bottleneck!” said the other person in amazement. 

“Do it, don’t waste time anymore. This brat is indeed rather peculiar!” 

“Since that’s the case, the both of you go to hell then!” 

Ye Yuan’s icy-cold voice sounded out, his figure abruptly disappearing! 

“Greater teleportation!” 

The expressions of the two mighty holy sovereigns changed. Only now did they know that the current Ye 

Yuan was already not the Ye Yuan they knew. 

This one to two years’ time, Ye Yuan’s improvement speed could simply be described using terrifying. 

That whatever holy son still misjudged Ye Yuan’s strength in the end. 

“Roar!” 

Two clouds of black qi erupted. The auras of the two great holy sovereigns instantly skyrocketed. 



But to Ye Yuan, it was of no use at all! 

Swish, swish! 

A cold light flashed, heads and torsos ended up in separate places! 

Evil Extermination Sword’s sword energy directly ground the fiendish energy into shreds. 

“Fiend race again!” 

Ye Yuan’s killing intent billowed to the skies. The Slaughter Concept actually gradually advanced towards 

the great circle of perfection realm! 

Although Ye Yuan shattered his divine king domain, it did not mean that his supreme true intents were 

gone. 

The Slaughter Supreme True Intent and Scorching Supreme True Intent, Ye Yuan was still in the midst of 

steady progression. 

But just now, when Ye Yuan heard the news of Yue Mengli’s demise, his killing intent could not be held 

back anymore! 

“I truly didn’t expect that my Slaughter Concept actually attained perfection under such 

circumstances! Sigh ... Such a perfection, I’d rather not want it! Li-er, where on earth are you?” 

Slaughter Concept reached the great circle of perfection, but Ye Yuan’s life became bleak. 

At this time, he became despondent, his entire person like he lost his soul, becoming a walking corpse. 

The blow of Yue Mengli’s death to him was too great. 

“ARGH!!” 

Ye Yuan raised his head to the sky and gave a long howl, roaring loudly: “This villainous heaven! Do you 

really want to toy with me to death? If I don’t have Li-er, what’s the point even if I showed disdain on all 

life under the heavens!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1162: Bedevilment! 

Monstrous killing intent surged to the sky. 

Ye Yuan’s eyes actually became a blood-red color. 

This killing intent, even inside Bright Moon City, it could be felt clearly. 

A dense crowd of martial artists flew out from inside Bright Moon City. 

Very clearly, they were all startled by Ye Yuan’s killing intent. 

“Kill!” 

Ye Yuan’s eyes were scarlet. Sensing those experts who flew over, his figure vanished from sight in an 

instant! 
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When he reappeared, there were already several figures who dropped down from the sky. 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 

The current Ye Yuan was like a killing machine. 

Places that he passed through, not a blade of grass survived! 

Regardless whether was it the Vastsun City’s powerhouses or that mysterious Divine Martial Hall’s 

martial artists, not one survived! 

Ye Yuan’s killing intent virtually materialized! 

His formidable strength practically made everyone despair. 

Whatever Dao Profound Realm martial artists or Divine King powerhouses, even Void Mystic 

powerhouses could not last past one second under Ye Yuan’s hands! 

Seeing such an astonishing spectacle, how could those people still dare to remain? 

Arriving with a fierce and imposing momentum, fleeing in a wretched plight! 

“Don’t kill me! Ahh!” 

“Quickly run! Ji Qingyun went mad!” 

“Devil! This is a devil! Quickly run!” 

... 

For some time, miserable cries lingered on the ears! 

The entire sky became a field of carnage. 

No matter how fast they ran, how could they be faster than Ye Yuan’s sword? 

The more he killed, the redder Ye Yuan’s eyes got. 

Gradually, he actually already lost his original heart! 

Two figures soared to the sky and actually acted in contravention, welcoming Ye Yuan. 

One of them had fiendish energy billowing into the sky. His strength was very formidable at one glance. 

“Lord Bloodrain, looks like this Ye Yuan seems to have entered bedevilment!” 

The one talking was precisely Zhou Jia. 

When he saw Ye Yuan’s appearance of crazed slaughtering, he felt the delight of rejoicing over other 

people’s misfortune instead. 

The Sun Moon Heavenly Pupil was acquired by Ye Yuan. How could Zhou Jia not hate him? 

Bloodrain smiled lightly and said, “Looks like Lord Holy Son’s scheme is very effective! This Ji Qingyun 

indeed fell into madness when he heard news of the Yue Family’s lass’s demise.” 



Zhou Jia hurriedly fawned as he said, “Haha, Lord Holy Son truly took every conceivable possibility into 

account! No matter how strong Ji Qingyun is, he’s a cripple after entering bedevilment too! Hahaha ... 

Kill, kill away! The more you kill, the deeper you’ll lose yourself. We prepared sufficient baits for you. 

When you kill finish, you’ll become a walking corpse that only knows slaughter!” 

A hint of a cold smile flashed across the corners of Bloodrain’s mouth, looking towards Ye Yuan rather 

interestedly. 

Puchi! 

A streak of bloodlight flashed past. The first person to escape back was directly killed by Bloodrain. 

“Deserters in the battlefield, die!” Bloodrain’s cold voice sounded out, making everyone’s heart turn 

cold. 

“He’s only one person. Everybody attack, kill him! This is your only way out!” Bloodrain said coldly. 

Everyone’s heart turned cold. Front and back, both were death! 

Lord Bloodrain’s strength, they were very clear. 

While over there, it was just Ye Yuan alone! 

In an instant, everyone’s eyes turned red. Countless figures charged over towards Ye Yuan. 

However, all of the struggles were futile. 

Under Ye Yuan’s hands, they did not have the least bit of strength to retaliate! 

Zhou Jia was still watching Ye Yuan kill people with a broad grin. But to the back, the expression on his 

face became increasingly solemn. 

Ye Yuan was too strong! 

“This ... Just how long has it been? How can his strength be terrifying to such a degree?” Zhou Jia’s 

complexion was white as a sheet as he said in shock. 

Bloodrain swept a glance over him and said with a cold smile, “What? Scared?” 

Zhou Jia was startled inwardly, his expression ugly as he said, “H-How can that be possible?” 

Swish! 

Just as they were talking, a streak of terrifying sword energy whistled past, directly slaughtering a large 

swathe. 

Force wind swept past, scaring Zhou Jia until he shuddered. 

Zhou Jia looked at Ye Yuan with incomparable terror and alarm. He seriously could not figure out how 

that youth could grow to such an extent. 

“Relax. With me around, he can’t hurt you!” Bloodrain said fully confident. 



Actually, he looked down on Zhou Jia from the bottom of his heart. It was just that he still had some use 

right now. That was why he did not kill him. 

Only when he heard Bloodrain’s words did Zhou Jia loosen up considerably. 

... 

Inside the Vast Heaven Pagoda, it was long in utter disarray already. 

“M-Milord entered bedevilment! At this rate, Milord will thoroughly lose himself!” Ao Qian said 

incredibly worriedly. 

“What to do here? Without Milord’s permission, we can’t go out at all!” Jiang Taicang also had a 

panicked look. 

Lu-er did not speak by the side. But the worried expression on her face betrayed her. 

“Oh, right, Elder Teng! Elder Teng is the Vast Heaven Pagoda’s artifact spirit! He must have a way!” Ao 

Qian suddenly thought of something and shouted. 

Right at this time, Long Teng’s figure materialized. 

The moment he came out, everyone crowded over. 

“Elder Teng, quickly think of a way!” 

“Yeah, Elder Teng, hurry and think of a way. At this rate, His Excellency will be a goner!” 

Everyone clamored to speak, all burning with anxiety. 

Long Teng waved his hand and said, “You guys can’t go out now! He’ll kill you guys together! Moreover, 

even if you all go out, it’s useless too!” 

“Then ... Then what should we do?” Jiang Taicang said anxiously. 

Long Teng’s gaze turned towards Lu-er. Then, everyone’s gazes looked towards her. 

“Lu-er?” 

“That’s right! Apart from her, nobody can save Ye Yuan here! Only she can stir up the soft spot in the 

deepest part of Ye Yuan’s soul! However ... there’s a possibility of failure too! And the price of failure is 

death! At that time, not only will Lu-er, you, die, Ye Yuan will utterly enter bedevilment too, never to 

awaken again! Lu-er, are you ... willing to give it a try?” Long Teng said with a serious expression. 

Clearly, he was also not very confident. 

But, the matters between Ye Yuan and Lu-er, he was still aware. 

Ye Yuan walking from the Endless World until now, if talking about who was the person he was closest 

to, it had to be Lu-er! 

Only the person that he was closest to could rouse Ye Yuan, who currently entered bedevilment. 



The moment Lu-er heard, she said without hesitation, “Grandpa Long Teng, let me out then! Even if I die 

under Young Master’s sword, I’ll have no regrets too!” 

Long Teng let out a sigh and said with a nod, “Alright, but right now ... isn’t the time yet!” 

... 

The Ye Yuan with two bloodshot eyes finally detected Zhou Jia this existence! 

The moment his two eyes turned back, Zhou Jia’s entire person almost shrunk, as if there was a feeling 

of being stared at by the god of death! 

When Bloodrain saw this scene, he could not help sneering coldly. 

Swoosh! 

Ye Yuan’s figure instantly vanished from sight! 

Greater teleportation! 

However, Bloodrain captured Ye Yuan’s trail! 

Boom! 

An intense collision. It actually directly blasted Ye Yuan back. 

However, Ye Yuan was not discouraged. Instead, he seemed to become even more berserk. 

His target was Zhou Jia! 

Because in his subconscious, Zhou Jia should know Li-er’s whereabouts. 

Regardless of whether alive or dead! 

Even though Ye Yuan entered bedevilment, his combat instincts were still there. 

Bloodrain’s strength was indeed formidable. It was even a notch above Han Qing Zi! 

But this time, Ye Yuan’s Domain of Sword opened up! 

Chiii! 

A rain of blood scattered everywhere! 

The insufferably arrogant Bloodrain was actually killed in one exchange! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1163: Only Oneself to Blame 

Pffft ... 

Blood splattered, splashing all over Zhou Jia’s face. 

The scalding hot blood made his entire person tremble, abruptly startling awake. 
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His eyes became round circles. Up until now, he still did not dare to believe everything that he saw in 

front of him. 

Someone as powerful as Bloodrain was finished off in one exchange? 

They were clearly still gloating over others’ misfortune earlier. Bloodrain even said that there was no 

problem with him around. 

But, what kind of situation was this right now? 

“Li-er! Where’s Li-er!” 

Ye Yuan’s icy-cold voice bored into his ears, making Zhou Jia shudder once again. 

It was not long before, he thought that he could finally let Vastsun City lord over a region when he broke 

through to Void Mystic. 

Currently, in front of Ye Yuan, he was still weak like a toddler learning how to walk. 

Swoosh! 

Zhou Jia only hesitated slightly, and Ye Yuan suddenly disappeared. 

He had yet to react to what was happening when fresh blood sprayed everywhere on Bright Moon City’s 

walls! 

“ARGH!!” 

A miserable cry sounded over. 

With Bloodrain’s death, everyone scattered and fled in all directions. 

When Zhou Jia came back to his senses, all the hairs on his body stood on its end. 

“Yan-er!” Zhou Jia felt like his entire body was sapped dry as he shouted at the top of his voice. 

That person observing the situation far away over at this side on the city wall, was precisely his son, 

Zhou Yan; he was a Divine Realm heaven’s pride who had once tramped Ye Yuan underfoot! 

But now, he finally died under Ye Yuan’s sword. 

Zhou Yan thought that he hid very well. But under Ye Yuan’s perception, everything in the surrounding 

was laid completely bare. 

And Ye Yuan was just a killing machine right now. He completely only relied on instinct when doing 

things. 

His final trace of reason told him that Zhou Jia was the instigator of this war and should know Li-er’s 

whereabouts. 

Maybe, Li-er was not dead yet. 

But these were all thoughts in his subconscious. 



Hence, he instinctively killed Zhou Yan. He thought that this way, it could make Zhou Jia feel afraid and 

tell the truth, but he completely did not know Zhou Yan and Zhou Jia’s relationship. 

In the eyes of the current Ye Yuan, Zhou Yan was just an ant. 

An ant that was casually trampled to death! 

Back then, when Zhou Yan descended upon the Endless World, he kept on saying that Ye Yuan was just 

an ant. 

At that time, he definitely did not imagine that he would be trampled to death like an ant by Ye Yuan 

today. 

As casually as that. 

Of course, Ye Yuan was completely clueless. His figure moved, returning in front of Zhou Jia again. 

“Tell me, where’s Li-er!” Ye Yuan asked icily again. 

“Li-er? You say Li-er? Hahahaha! That slut didn’t know how to appreciate favors and is already deader 

than dead! Yan-er was deeply in love with her, but she actually remained completely unmoved! Before 

dying, she was even ...” 

Zhou Jia’s voice abruptly cut off. He was no longer able to talk. 

With Zhou Yan’s death, Zhou Jia did not want to live on anymore. He fell completely into madness. 

Since Ye Yuan already fallen into depravity, then let him thoroughly enter bedevilment! 

Zhou Jia knew that the words out of his mouth would be the final straw that crushed Ye Yuan! 

From henceforth, that genius Ji Qingyun would be utterly reduced to a killing machine. 

In fact, he wanted to be even more bloody and bloodthirsty than the fiend race. 

On his deathbed, a hint of a cold sneer flashed across the corners of Zhou Jia’s mouth. That was the 

smile of a treacherous scheme prevailing! 

“ARGHHH!” 

Berserk killing intent practically condensed into a physical entity. It was akin to an enormous storm, 

billowing into the sky. 

Ye Yuan was currently thoroughly sinking into becoming a devil! 

At this time, a green silhouette appeared. 

“Young Master!” Lu-er’s voice exuded thick concern. 

Ye Yuan abruptly turned his head back, his eyes filled with icy-cold killing intent! 

Those scarlet-red eyes, Lu-er was too unfamiliar. 

This ... Was this still that gentle and caring Young Master? 



“Young Master! Wake up, Young Master!” Lu-er said with tears in her eyes. 

Facing Lu-er, Ye Yuan actually had a rare moment of not directly exterminating! 

He was currently on the critical point of bedevilment. He was still hanging onto that last trace of reason 

in the depths of his heart. 

Lu-er was the kin that Ye Yuan cared the most for all along. 

Protecting her was virtually Ye Yuan’s instinct. 

Hence, he did not make a move. 

But the virtually materialized killing intent made Lu-er practically unable to breathe. 

Swoosh! 

Ye Yuan’s figure disappeared. But the next instant, the Evil Extermination Sword stopped at Lu-er’s neck. 

Drip! 

A drop of fresh blood flowed out of Lu-er’s fair skin, flowing down along the Evil Extermination Sword. 

On Ye Yuan’s savage face, a look of struggle actually surfaced. 

Very clearly, his instinct was currently battling with his mental demon. 

If the Evil Extermination Sword went another inch forward, Lu-er would die! 

Time slowly trickled by, as if it had frozen. 

But Lu-er’s face did not show a hint of a change in countenance. 

From start to end, her gaze never left Ye Yuan’s face. 

She trusted Ye Yuan. She believed that Ye Yuan would not kill her. 

Even if Ye Yuan fell into deprivation! 

“Young Master, I’m Lu-er!” 

“Young Master, did you forget that you taught Lu-er the Heaven Illusionary Ice Soul?” 

“Young Master, have you forgotten that back then, in order to save Lu-er, you killed Lin Tiancheng and 

challenged the Nine Heavens Road?” 

... 

Ye Yuan reminisced the past in detail, looking into it to call back reason. 

The dainty neck and the Evil Extermination Sword rubbed non-stop. More and more blood flowed out. 

But she was seemingly oblivious. 

“Young Master, why are you so foolish! Ambushing the Bright Moon City, their target is definitely you! If 

they really caught Big Sister Li-er, how can they possibly not make use of her to deal with you? You 



didn’t see Big Sister Li-er with your own eyes, so how can you determine that she died? If she’s fine, but 

you fell into depravity, wouldn’t she be heartbroken?” 

“Young Master, the people who care about you isn’t just Big Sister Li-er either. Me, Grandpa Long Teng, 

Ao Qian, Jiang Taicang ... each one of us cares for you very much. You ... can’t let yourself to fall into 

depravity unchecked!” 

... 

One sentence after another, they impacted Ye Yuan’s heart. 

The instinct of slaughter and his consciousness was undergoing an intense struggle. 

Gradually, that surging killing intent finally lessened gradually. 

While Ye Yuan’s scarlet-red two eyes also gradually faded away. 

“L-Lu-er?” Ye Yuan called out dryly. 

When Lu-er saw that Young Master finally regained his senses, tears flooded out. 

“Y-Young Master, you ... you finally woke up!” 

“I ... What happened to me just now?” 

Ye Yuan suddenly discovered that his sword was actually pressed against Lu-er’s throat. 

Lu-er’s throat was already stabbed by his sword until fresh blood flowed steadily. 

This shock was by no means insignificant! 

His entire body trembled, finally thoroughly regaining consciousness. 

“Young Master, you ... just now, you ...” 

Lu-er’s words had yet to finish saying when her eyes rolled back, her entire person toppling over weakly. 

Ye Yuan was alarmed and hurriedly supported Lu-er. 

Lu-er’s distance from Ye Yuan was merely the distance of a sword. 

Ye Yuan’s great circle of perfection Slaughter Concept, Lu-er practically withstood it completely. 

This degree of Slaughter Concept, even if Divine King powerhouses were situated inside, they might not 

be able to withstand it either. 

Sensing the piercingly cold killing intent from such a close distance, how could Lu-er be able to 

withstand it? 

Up until now, she completed relied on a strand of willpower to forcefully hold on. If not for Young 

Master, she would have long crumbled. 
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Chapter 1164: No Regrets 
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“This ... This was all done by me?” 

Ye Yuan looked at the dead bodies all over the ground outside the city, his eyes filled with disbelief. 

All the martial artists in the city were actually massacred clean by him alone! 

The current Bright Moon City was already a ghost city, without even a soul, looking incomparably 

spooky. 

“When you heard from those two people about the news regarding Li-er, your heart suffered an impact 

all at once. You suddenly went insane. By the time we came to our senses, it was already too late to stop 

it,” Ao Qian said with lingering fear in his heart. 

“Yeah! Milord, you were like a killing god before! The other party had a major power who was finished 

off by you in one exchange! You really don’t know how harrowing you were!” 

Recalling the scene of finishing Bloodrain off, Jiang Taicang was similarly incredibly alarmed. 

His Excellency, who almost fell into depravity, was simply too terrifying. 

He even suspected that once they showed face back then, they would most likely be instantly one-

shotted! 

Lightly stroking Lu-er’s long hair, Ye Yuan was filled with self-blame in his heart. 

“Sigh, looks like my heart realm is still not perfected! If I really took action against Lu-er today, I’d really 

find it hard to absolve myself from the blame.” Ye Yuan was endlessly remorseful in his heart. 

Long Teng looked at Ye Yuan and had a look of tenderness too as he sighed and said, “I can’t blame you 

for this matter either! You had once experienced the pain of losing your loved ones. I didn’t expect that 

such an accident would happen again now. Suddenly hearing about the grievous news, nobody is able to 

withstand this kind of psychological impact too.” 

Ye Yuan fell silent. After a long time, he suddenly opened his mouth and said, “Senior, do you think ... Li-

er she ...” 

Even if he already recovered now, Ye Yuan still did not dare to go and think about this matter. 

He lost himself in concern. Because he cared too much about Li-er, his heart was weighed down with 

worry along the way. 

Suddenly hearing Li-er’s grievous news, Ye Yuan’s heart suffered a tremendous impact. That was why he 

lost control for a moment and almost fell into depravity. 

This scheme of the holy son’s was insidious and viscous. 

Even someone as strong as Ye Yuan nearly succumbed too. 

But Li-er’s death became an unresolved case presently. 

This group of people’s strength was very powerful. That Bloodrain’s strength was even a little stronger 

than Han Qing Zi. 



Whether or not Li-er was still alive, Ye Yuan was really rather uncertain. 

When Long Teng heard that, he said, “I know what you’re thinking about. But ... it hasn’t reached the 

point where all hope is lost yet! As long as there’s a spark of hope, we can’t give up, isn’t it so? At least 

this time, we didn’t see Li-er. This is perhaps good news. You’re also aware, Li-er’s Innate Battle Soul 

Physique is extremely powerful. Perhaps she really had the chance to escape with her life?” 

Ye Yuan heaved a sigh when he heard that and said, “Right now, I can only think like this! It’s just that ... 

Vastsun City actually dared to do such a resolute thing. From henceforth, they have no need to continue 

existing anymore either!” 

Talking to the back, Ye Yuan’s tone seethed with killing intent. 

Killing the Zhou father and son, not only did Ye Yuan not regret it in the slightest, he was actually 

invigorated instead. 

Even though Vastsun City was not the main culprit for Bright Moon’s unexpected turn of events this 

time, they helped the wicked by perpetuating wicked deeds. Ye Yuan naturally would not let them off. 

Especially Zhou Jia, the words that he said previously on his deathbed, the motive was even more 

apparent! 

This bunch of fellows was clearly baiting him into depravity! 

“Y-Young Master, are you alright?” 

At this time, the Lu-er in Ye Yuan’s embrace slowly woke up. But who she was concerned about right 

away was Ye Yuan. 

In her eyes, her young master’s life was much more important compared to hers. 

Ye Yuan was full of tender care as he said, “Of course I’m fine! All thanks to my Lu-er. Otherwise, this 

young master would have sunk into deprivation for all of eternity!” 

The moment Lu-er heard, she could not help weeping from extreme joy and said sobbingly, “T-That’s 

great! Young Master, you ... really frightened Lu-er badly today!” 

Lu-er’s display of true feelings made Ye Yuan blame himself even more. He sighed and said, “Silly girl! Do 

you know that I nearly killed you today?” 

But Lu-er cried while smiling as she said, “I know that Young Master dotes on Lu-er the most. Even if you 

really fell into depravity, you definitely won’t kill Lu-er too! Even if ... you really killed Lu-er, Lu-er have 

no regrets too! This life of Lu-er’s was given by Young Master!” 

Hearing Lu-er’s words, Ye Yuan was visibly moved. 

Between him and Lu-er, there was already no need to use any words to prove anything. 

Their relationship was even closer than family. 

“Silly girl!” Ye Yuan pulled her a little tighter into his embrace. 

... 



In the Beiling Region, situated in the north-west direction of the Great Xiang Region. 

At this time, in a desolate plain of the Beiling Region. Over ten figures surrounded a beautiful woman. 

“Haha, Yue Family’s lass, with this, you can’t run anymore, right? Surrender obediently without putting 

up resistance!” The one talking was precisely Sun Man. 

And the beautiful woman surrounded by them in the center was naturally Yue Mengli! 

Speaking of the Bright Moon City great battle back then, it was also Yue Mengli who acted fast when the 

opportunity arose, bringing the Yue Family’s members to break out of the encirclement. 

At that time, Sun Man thought that he had cornered Yue Mengli. 

Who knew that Yue Mengli’s strength was unexpectedly powerful, and she actually tangled up in a 

struggle with him! 

Especially that battle soul behind her. It was incredibly troublesome. 

Ever since awakening the Innate Battle Soul Physique, Yue Mengli’s strength advanced by leaps and 

bounds. Not long ago, she broke through to the Divine King Realm. 

And at this time, the might of her battle soul finally erupted! 

She who had just entered the Divine King Realm actually fought to a draw with Sun Man. 

Yue Mengli protected the Yue family members, fighting as they retreated, withdrawing from Bright 

Moon City. 

Of course, during this process, it was naturally unavoidable for the Yue Family to suffer heavy casualties. 

Fortunately, there was a Void Mystic Realm Wu Luo. That was how they barely managed to ensure the 

Yue family members’ safety. 

Speaking of which, it was also thanks to the Medicine King Hall that misjudged Yue Mengli’s strength, 

thinking that by sending only Sun Man over, he could take her down completely. 

They completely did not expect that Yue Mengli’s strength was actually so great! 

When Bloodrain rushed to the Bright Moon City, he had to hold down the fort and await Ye Yuan’s 

arrival as well. 

As a result, that was how Yue Mengli could run until now. 

On the way, Yue Mengli discovered that their target was actually her. Hence, she had Wu Luo escort 

everyone to flee in the direction of the Demon Region, while she lured away Sun Man, this expert. 

Sun Man’s strength, after experiencing the Holy Mother Devil Flower’s devilfication, already increased 

substantially. 

And these people that he brought over, were all void mystic powerhouses without any exceptions. 

In his eyes, Yue Mengli was already a turtle in a jar. 



In order to take care of the Yue Family’s members, Yue Mengli was already covered in wounds. 

It seemed like at this moment, she indeed did not have any strength to retaliate already. 

Yue Mengli gave Sun Man a glance and retorted with a question, “You all schemed so laboriously, it’s in 

order to deal with Big Brother Yuan, right?” 

“Heh, that is, of course! You, are that Ji Qingyun’s life! Grasping you in our hands, it will naturally break 

his destiny! The child of destiny 1 will also no longer exist! However ... perhaps he has already 

thoroughly entered bedevilment at this time! Hahaha ...” 

Talking about what he was pleased with, Sun Man could not help letting out a roaring laugh. 

Yue Mengli’s brows knitted. She sucked in a deep breath and said, “Alright, since that’s the case, I can 

send you all on the way already!” 

Sun Man froze, then immediately burst into laughter and said, “Send us on our way? Hahaha ...” 

Boom! 

Yue Mengli’s battle soul suddenly condensed and formed, but it made Sun Man’s expression changed 

greatly! 

This battle soul’s aura was actually several times more powerful compared to when they exchanged 

blows previously! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1165: Charging up to the Medicine King Hall Alone! 

Above the sky of Vastsun City, Ye Yuan stood in the air. 

Looking at the city below, the Zhou Family was already utterly annihilated. 

This time, the Zhou Family’s actions and conduct touched Ye Yuan’s reverse scale. 

Therefore, the Zhou Family naturally had no reason to exist anymore. 

“Young Master, for the next step, what do you plan on doing?” Behind Ye Yuan, Lu-er seemed rather 

worried. 

Ye Yuan stood with his hands behind his back and said loftily, “It’s been over 20 years! It’s time that I 

settle all the scores!” 

Ye Yuan’s words made everyone alarmed in their hearts. 

The long awaited day finally had come. 

“Ao Qian!” 

“Your subordinate is present!” 

“I’ll entrust everyone here to you! Bring them all back, go the dragon clan, and await my news.” 

Ye Yuan’s words made everyone’s faces change drastically! 
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Lu-er said anxiously, “Young Master, I want to go together with you!” 

Ao Qian said, “Milord, you aren’t planning on ... going to the Medicine King Hall alone, right? This ... This 

is also too reckless!” 

“Yeah, Milord. That Medicine King Hall might be the fiend race’s lair. It’s too dangerous for you to go 

alone!” Jiang Taicang said. 

Ye Yuan smiled when he heard that and said, “No matter how many people they have, it’s meaningless 

to me too. If you all go, I’d need to divert attention to take care of you all instead.” 

Ye Yuan’s words, they made everyone’s faces incomparably ugly. 

Messing around for half a day, Ye Yuan was actually complaining about them being a hindrance. 

Especially Ao Qian. He, a former dragon clan’s strongest expert, could not poke his nose into this matter 

either. 

This result made him very embarrassed. 

But thinking about it, numbers indeed already did not have too great of a significance to the current Ye 

Yuan. 

His Domain of Sword did not even need him to trigger it, and nobody could approach within a 20 feet 

radius of him. 

“A-Alright! Young Master, then you need to be careful!” Lu-er said worriedly. 

“Relax, after I kill Ji Canglan, I’ll go to the dragon clan and rendezvous with you all,” Ye Yuan said. 

Watching everyone vanish in the transmission array, killing intent gradually thickened on Ye Yuan’s face. 

Old grudge yet to be resolved, new enmity was added again! 

Jia Canglan was truly unscrupulous and stopped at nothing. 

Bright Moon City’s sudden turn of events made the monstrous killing intent Ye Yuan had toward Ji 

Canglan unable to be contained anymore. 

... 

Several days later, at Bright Moon City, a pretty figure appeared. It was precisely Yue Mengli. 

Looking at the Bright Moon City is utter dilapidation as well as the corpses sprawled all over the ground, 

Yue Mengli’s brows knitted together. 

“Looks like Big Brother Yuan already came by!” 

She was very certain that this was done by Ye Yuan. It was just that such a ghastly sight made Yue 

Mengli alarmed and on tenterhooks. 

Yue Mengli’s figure moved, vanishing from where she was. 

... 



The present Medicine King Hall exuded a strange atmosphere everywhere. 

In a hidden pavilion, covered densely in array formations, a large vat was placed in the middle. 

Diagrams all around, extremely complex array formations were set up. 

Looking closely, the large vat was actually filled to the brim with blood, looking sanguinary and 

horrifying. 

At this time, a black-robed man actually spoke to the blood vat. 

“Bright Moon City’s matters are already settled. Even though there was some minor interlude, Ji 

Qingyun finally still fell into depravity!” said the black-robed man. 

At this time, a voice actually came out from inside the blood vat. 

“This matter, you did very well! With the son of heaven’s mandate falling into depravity, nobody is 

capable of stopping my fiend race anymore!” 

The voice inside the blood vat was clearly very happy and even had a feeling of being fired up with 

boundless enthusiasm. 

The black-robed man said, “It’s just that I didn’t think that even Bloodrain died at his hands! The son of 

heaven’s mandate indeed lives up to the reputation. His improvement speed is too astonishing.” 

“That is, of course. This seat has fought with several generations of Sons of Heaven’s Mandate. Which 

one isn’t a character that startled the heavens and shook the earth? This seat has such means and even 

tumbled with a big fall. I still haven’t recovered all the way until today.” 

“It’s just ... Sun Man’s side hasn’t sent over any news yet. I’m a little worried.” 

“With the son of heaven’s mandate falling into depravity, the overall situation is decided. Just a little 

lass, there’s no big deal. How are the preparations for the Bloodsoul Beads?” 

The black-robed man said, “Already fully prepared. There are a total of 58 thousand beads. I already 

sent Bloodevil to bring people to the Divine Martial Hall. He’ll be reaching within the next few days.” 

Bloodsoul Bead was precisely the thing that was refined in the Endless World back then. 

The Endless World and Fierce Gale World, two worlds’ martial artists had casualties numbering in the 

hundreds of millions before condensing just one! 

For over 58 thousand beads, one truly no idea how many were plunged into misery and suffering. 

“En, you did very well. This seat’s painstaking efforts to groom you back then were not in vain,” said the 

Divine Master. 

The black-robed man bowed and said, “Divine Master is too kind. You’re a paramount existence. Serving 

you is part of Mo Lan’s duty.” 

“Haha, this seat sealed your divine soul inside the soul of a human with the soul extraction method. 

Only then did it was hidden from the eyes and ears of the human race’s powerhouses. It’s just that my 



only concern was that your consciousness would be corroded by the human soul. Looking at it now, this 

seat’s worries ... was unnecessary,” Divine Master said with a laugh. 

Turned out that Ji Canglan’s original name was actually called Mo Lan 

And the Divine Master’s magical ability was truly so mysterious that even gods and spirits could not 

predict it. 

It was just that this sort of approach was truly too cruel. 

Ji Canglan said respectfully, “Lord Divine Master is too kind. Mo Lan is forever your most loyal subject!” 

“En, you’re not a subject. You’re the holy son that this seat decided on! Beneath one person, and above 

millions! As long as you put your heart and soul into working for this seat, in the future, this Divine 

Realm will definitely fall on you!” Divine Master said. 

“Yes, Lord Divine Master!” The lofty and unyielding Ji Canglan was actually incomparably respectful at 

this time. 

“Ji ... Cang ... Lan!” 

Right at this time, a thunderous voice permeated throughout the entire Medicine King Hall. 

Ji Canglan was startled inwardly. This voice, he was really familiar with it! 

Ji Qingyun! 

But didn’t Ji Qingyun already fall into depravity? 

“En? It’s the aura of the son of heaven’s mandate! Mo Lan, shouldn’t you ... give me an explanation?” 

Divine Master clearly already recognized this arrival’s aura and suddenly became extremely enraged. 

That vat of blood actually started boiling. It was as if it was currently displaying Divine Master’s fury. 

Ji Canglan’s expression changed, and he said, “This ... This is impossible! The people who fled back from 

Bright Moon City said that Ji Qingyun clearly already fell into depravity. How can he possibly find this 

place? In order to determine the truth, I even specially did a soulsearch! Could it be ... Could it be that 

he relied on his slaughter instincts and found this place? Yes, it must be like this!” 

“Humph! Regardless of what kind of situation it is, settle this matter yourself! This seat has already 

arrived at the final juncture of breaking through and have no time to divert attention. This mess, you 

settle it yourself!” Divine Master’s voice became icy-cold. 

“Yes, Lord Divine Master! For the sake of dealing with the son of heaven’s mandate, Mo Lan prepared 

many contingency plans. This time, Mo Lan will definitely resolve this hidden danger thoroughly!” Ji 

Canglan said deferentially. 

“Humph! Go!” 

Divine Master’s stern voice sounded out. The color of that vat of blood gradually faded away and 

actually became a vat of clear water. 



After Divine Master’s voice disappeared, Ji Canglan said coldly, “Ji Qingyun, you’re really an unkillable 

cockroach! I want to see if you’re really unkillable!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1166: Tenacious Life 

“Who’s this person? To actually dare be so arrogant at our Medicine King Hall?” 

“Don’t recognize. This person is so unfamiliar! Merely Seventh Level Dao Profound Realm, he actually 

dared to drop in and shout the hall master’s name. Isn’t this courting death?” 

“Fool! That’s Ji Qingyun! He ... came back!” 

“Ji ... Ji Qingyun? He’s that Ji Qingyun who seized possession and revived?” 

“Heh heh, this idiot actually dares to come to the Medicine King Hall alone. Truly seeking death!” 

... 

Ye Yuan’s yell made the entire Medicine King Hall seethe with excitement. 

Too arrogant! 

Too overbearing! 

Too ... stupid! 

A Seventh Level Dao Profound martial artist actually dared to come to the Medicine King Hall to act 

wildly? 

Seizing possession and reviving, his head also spoiled, right? 

Sweeping a glance over, Ye Yuan’s eyes revealed a complicated expression too. 

Different things and different people! 

The present Medicine King Hall no longer had its former glory. 

Looking at a glance, there were scenes of desolation everywhere. It was akin to two different places 

from its prime. 

Many people’s faces seemed to be familiar, but they were already not them! 

The terror of the fiend race lied in their devilfication abilities. 

Once devilfied, they would become the fiend master’s loyal lackeys, no longer able to betray the fiend 

master, all the way until death. 

Some special attributes of the fiend race, Ye Yuan got to know quite a bit out of Skydistant’s mouth. 

The fiend race was a terrifying race. One could say: not even a prairie fire could burn out the grass, 

growing again when the spring breeze blew! 

As long as they did not die, they would assimilate the other races without any scruples. 
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But to the human race, exterminating fiend emperor could be easily accomplished. 

But once the fiend race reached the Deity Realm, they virtually possessed undying bodies! 

Wanting to kill then was extremely, extremely difficult! 

Daoist Absolute Heaven’s strength was exceedingly great and was still unable to thoroughly eradicate 

the two great heavenly fiendgods, and could only suppress them. 

One could say that once the fiend race metamorphosed to the Deity Realm, they were practically 

undying existences! 

These former Medicine King Hall disciples in front of him already became fiend slaves now. 

Fiend slaves had their own individual consciousness and were able to cultivate themselves. But they 

were submissive towards their masters from the bottom of their hearts. 

Putting it bluntly, it was slave nature! 

Ye Yuan’s perception was exceedingly powerful. Inside the current Medicine King Hall, there were quite 

a few extremely powerful existences. 

Except, to the current Ye Yuan, he did not place them in his sights. 

“Hahaha, Ji Qingyun, you came right on time! Since you came, stay behind then!” 

A peak divine king powerhouse soared to the sky and welcomed Ye Yuan. 

But this peak divine king powerhouse, Ye Yuan knew him. He was formerly the Medicine King Hall’s 

guest elder, Ma Youdao. 

It was just that now, this Ma Youdao was clearly already devilfied. 

Previous life, Ye Yuan’s relationship with this Ma Youdao was still pretty good. 

Ma Youdao’s talent was ordinary. Being able to break through to peak divine king was actually due to Ye 

Yuan. 

Ma Youdao watched Ye Yuan grow up since young and doted on him like his own family’s junior. 

But sadly ... 

“Back down, Ma Youdao, I’m not killing you! This young master is here today only to kill Ji Canglan!” 

Looking at Ma Youdao, Ye Yuan had complicated feelings. 

Although Ye Yuan could be said to kill people without batting an eyelid, towards people who were kind 

to him, he could not quite deal the blow. 

Even though he knew that this person was already long devilfied. 

Ye Yuan’s strength, only the Medicine King Hall’s upper echelons knew. Mao Youdao had always stayed 

in the Medicine King Hall, so he did not understand at all. 

What he had in mind right now was capturing Ye Yuan and taking credit for it from his master! 



In his eyes, Ye Yuan was merely a Seventh Level Dao Profound little rookie. 

“Haha, kill me? Did you guys hear that? This boy is just Seventh Level Dao Profound, and he actually said 

that he wants to kill me!” 

Mao Youdao’s words made everyone snicker with laughter. 

“Hahaha, this brat wasn’t so funny back then! A Seventh Level Dao Profound dealing with a peak divine 

king? Is he joking?” 

“Maybe he’s still immersed in the environment of the past life’s young master, and think that we’ll pull 

our punches against him!” 

“Ma Youdao, stop talking nonsense with this brat. This contribution, you can have it. Quickly take him 

down.” 

... 

Ma Youdao said delightedly, “Ji Qingyun, I didn’t expect that after you seized possession and revived, 

you actually became so rampant and conceited. I, Ma Youdao, want to take a look today at how you’re 

going to kill me.” 

Mao Youdao let out a loud laugh and suddenly released a palm toward Ye Yuan. 

Puchi! 

The palm with a huge ruckus directly dissipated into nothing 20 feet in front of Ye Yuan. 

Ma Youdao’s expression changed. Everyone’s faces changed drastically! 

This ... What kind of situation was this? 

Ye Yuan heaved a sigh and said, “Fine then, it was me who was flattering myself.” 

Ma Youdao was dazed and still had not understood what was going on when he felt it go black before 

his eyes, directly fainting away. 

Ye Yuan’s palm shoved lightly, sending Ma Youdao onto a terrace on the mountainside, but did not kill 

him. 

Ye Yuan could not deal the blow. 

“This ... What on earth happened just now? Ma Youdao’s palm actually extinguished bafflingly!” 

“Yeah. Didn’t see Ji Qingyun make a move at all. There isn’t even the slightest hint of essence energy 

undulation!” 

“Could it be that Ma Youdao himself tripped and stumbled? But this isn’t possible, right?” 

“It’s not right, this Ji Qingyun seems to be a bit odd!” 

... 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 



Ye Yuan had just taken care of Ma Youdao when over ten figures soared into the air again. 

Sweeping a glance over, these people were all once Ye Yuan’s elders! 

Although their strength and status were far inferior compared Ye Yuan, without exception, they all 

watched Ye Yuan grow up. 

Furthermore, their relationship with Ye Yuan was even really not bad. 

Seeing this scene, how could Ye Yuan still not understand what was happening? 

This Ji Canglan was truly shameless to the extreme. He actually thought of using this kind of trick to 

make him wary in taking action. 

But would it be that simple? 

Buzz! 

Ye Yuan’s soul force gushed out, directly attacking these dozen over figures’ sea of consciousness. 

Divine soul attack! 

With Ye Yuan’s present divine soul realm, carrying out divine soul attacks against these people, they did 

not have strength leftover to resist at all. 

“Ji Canglan, stop scheming in vain! It’s no use! I’ll give you one last chance, come out and accept the 

challenge!” Ye Yuan called out in a clear voice. 

A black silhouette slowly walked out of the Medicine King Hall. Looking at Ye Yuan, he frowned and said, 

“You actually didn’t fall into depravity? Those people who fled back from Bright Moon City clearly all 

said that they saw you fall into depravity!” 

The probing earlier made him finally realize that Ye Yuan did not fall into depravity. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “You seem to be very disappointed? For my sake, you really went through great 

pains!” 

One had to admit that Ye Yuan really almost succumbed to it by a narrow margin. 

If without Lu-er, Ye Yuan would have long fallen into depravity at this time already. 

“The son of heaven’s mandate is indeed troublesome! Now, I finally somewhat understand why Lord 

Divine Master wanted to employ any means possible to eliminate you,” Ji Canglan also sighed slightly 

and said. 

Several hundred years of lying low, Ji Canglan was naturally filled with vicissitude of emotions. 

He, Mo Lan, could be said to be born for Ye Yuan’s sake. 

However, he lurked for several hundred years and was still unable to kill Ye Yuan. 

For Ye Yuan’s sake, he truly cudgeled his brain, but he just could not kill him. 

Ye Yuan’s life was seriously too tenacious! 



Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1167: Nine Consummate God Killing Sword Formation 

Seeing Ji Canglan, Ye Yuan’s killing intent could not be concealed anymore. 

He looked at Ji Canglan and said coldly, “I’m only asking you, just how is Li-er right now?” 

Ji Canglan smiled and said, “How else can she be? Don’t you already know? Do you think that I’d let her 

off? Huhu, the son of heaven’s mandate is destined to be lonely!” 

Ye Yuan’s gaze turned intent. Killing intent surged to the skies! 

Ji Canglan smiled faintly when he saw the situation and said, “Looks like you hate me very much? But ... 

your opponent isn’t me. Since you came, I, your senior brother, naturally have to arrange a big feast for 

you!” 

Whoosh ... 

Before Ye Yuan’s eyes, a hundred figures suddenly appeared. 

Each and every one of these people all surged with fiendish energy. 

Even Ma Youdao and those people knocked unconscious by him previously, all of them woke up too, 

surrounding Ye Yuan in the middle. 

“Nine Consummate God Killing Sword Formation, you know it,” Ji Canglan said with a faint smile. 

Ye Yuan’s face darkened, and he gnashed his teeth in hatred and said, “You deserve death!” 

This Nine Consummate God Killing Sword Formation was precisely a divine rank sword formation that Ji 

Zhengyang obtained at Godfalls Mountain Range. 

Back then, Ji Zhengyang paid a tremendous price and invited Lu Linfeng to take action. It was a grand 

array specially forged for the Medicine King Hall. 

Lu Linfeng was naturally unable to bring out this Divine Dao array formation. But he comprehended this 

set of array formation and modified this set of array formation to become a quasi-divine rank grand 

array! 

This set of sword formation, as long as the people who took part in the sword formation were 

sufficiently strong, they could virtually contend with the Ten Great Divine Kings class of powerhouses! 

Wanting to utilize this set of Nine Consummate God Killing Sword Formation to the limits required three 

peak void mystic powerhouses, nine middle-stage void mystic powerhouses, 18 initial-stage void mystic 

powerhouses, as well as 81 peak divine king powerhouses! 

Even though Lu Linfeng helped the Medicine King Hall to simplify this set of array formation, with the 

Medicine King Hall’s strength, they could not form this set of sword formation at all. 

Previous life, the Medicine King Hall did not have so many powerhouses at all. They could only simplify it 

once more. 

But now, these powerhouses in front of Ye Yuan pooled this set of sword formation together! 
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“Huhu, in order to deal with you, I forcefully used secret arts to increase the cultivation realms of your 

former old friends. Now, the Nine Consummate God Killing Sword Formation is already gathered, only 

waiting for you to come and enjoy it,” Ji Canglan said with a big laugh. 

Most importantly, these powerhouses in front of Ye Yuan were all the Medicine King Hall’s backbone in 

the past. 

These people, Ye Yuan had gotten along with them for several hundred years and was all too familiar! 

“My good junior brother, I know that you’re especially softhearted towards friends, so as the senior 

brother, I carefully prepared this set of sword formation for you. In a while, you have got to show some 

leniency when you attack. Don’t hurt them! Hahaha!” Ji Canglan laughed very smugly. 

He had lived with Ye Yuan for several hundred years and was all too clear about Ye Yuan’s temperament 

and weaknesses. 

Including Bright Moon City’s sudden turn of events, Ji Canglan also made use of Ye Yuan’s this sort of 

weakness. 

Ji Canglan could be said to be taken every conceivable possibility into account, predicting that Ye Yuan 

would fall into depravity. 

But did not expect Lu-er this variable to appear. 

The moment the array formation opened up, sharp sword intent roamed around inside the grand array. 

Ye Yuan’s expression could not help becoming solemn. This array formation was indeed extraordinary! 

Any one of them was far from being Ye Yuan’s match. 

But combined together, they actually had a feeling of invincibility. 

Even if Ye Yuan comprehended the Domain of Sword, he actually had a feeling of danger too. 

“This Lu Linfeng is truly damnable! Just simply modify it a bit will do, so serious for what? Our Medicine 

King Hall clearly didn’t have that many powerhouses, did you specifically alter the array formation for Ji 

Canglan?” 

Ye Yuan had long already cussed Lu Linfeng several hundred times in his heart. 

Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh ... 

Streaks of sword light slashed past, charging straight for Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan’s expression changed. The Evil Extermination Sword suddenly moved out. 

Murmuring! 

Ye Yuan attacked like lightning, weaving the Evil Extermination Sword densely until airtight. Only then 

did it barely withstood the power of the sword formation. 

Even so, he felt his blood and qi in turmoil too. 



Ever since comprehending the Domain of Sword, it was still Ye Yuan’s first time encountering such a 

powerful foe. 

Just now, when those sword lights came over, they looked plain and ordinary, but Ye Yuan suddenly 

sensed an immense threat. 

He felt like his Domain of Sword most likely could not resist the might of those sword lights! 

Sure enough, the moment it started, Ye Yuan’s pressure soared. 

Ye Yuan had no time to praise this array formation’s marvelousness. In virtually an instant, he was 

quashed to the extreme! 

These sword lights, through the Nine Consummate God Killing Sword Formation’s enhancement, the 

power was tremendous. 

Even if Ye Yuan’s fleshy body was powerful, he was blasted until the webbing between his thumb and 

index finger went numb too. 

Before long, Ye Yuan’s webbing between his thumb and index finger seeped out blackish-red 

bloodstains. 

“Haha, how satisfying! I really didn’t think that this sword formation actually had such great power! This 

brat comprehended the extremely powerful Domain of Sword among Divine Dao domains and actually 

can’t withstand it either,” a black-robed man came beside Ji Canglan and said with a loud laugh. 

This black-robed man was called Bloodsoul, one of the six great protectors under Ji Canglan. 

Ji Canglan smiled and said, “Divine Dao domains need to have Deity Realm cultivation to support it! Him, 

a Seventh Level Dao Profound, comprehending the Domain of Sword, it’s impossible to be invincible 

too.” 

Bloodsoul sighed in wonder and said, “I was really unaware that you actually reserved such an 

impressive back-up move!” 

Ji Canglan said, “This sword formation was deduced according to Divine Dao array formations by the 

Grand Yan Divine King among the present Divine Realm’s Ten Great Divine Kings. The power can virtually 

rival the Ten Great Divine Kings. Back then, Ji Zhengyang that old thing expended a tremendous price 

before managing to get him to take action.” 

“I didn’t expect that the present human race actually still had such a level of existence! Looks like he 

isn’t easy to provoke!” Bloodsoul said with an emotional sigh. 

“So what? As long as Divine Master comes into being, the Ten Great Divine Kings are merely ant-like 

existences! The Ten Great Divine Kings are also just Dao Profound Realm in the end. But Divine Master is 

a genuine Deity Realm existence!” Ji Canglan said. 

Bloodsoul was very much in approval and said with an excited look, “Indeed! Right now, everything is 

ready. There’s only lacking the east wind! Before long, our fiend race will rule over the Divine Realm! At 

that time, all of the humans will be our slaves! Hahaha ...” 



Ji Canglan smiled slightly but did not say much. 

At this time, Ye Yuan was already suppressed to the extreme. 

In front of these sword lights, he actually did not have the slightest strength to retaliate! 

He also tried to cast greater teleportation earlier, attempting to teleport out. 

But inside such an abstruse and profound array formation, he was actually unable to cast greater 

teleportation! 

At this instant, Ye Yuan seemed to be confined firmly inside the sword formation. 

Under the attack of the sword lights, Ye Yuan was already gradually teetering on his feet. Quite a 

number of sword lights even brushed by him; he had a narrow escape each time! 

Seeing this scene, Bloodsoul laughed loudly and said, “Haha, this brat can’t hold on anymore! If I had 

long known, I’d have sent this sword formation to go and finish him off. Coming up with so many tricks, 

the effects were actually inferior to this sword formation!” 

Ji Canglan’s face turned black. A burst of killing intent locked onto Bloodsoul. “Nobody will take you for a 

mute even if you don’t speak!” 

Bloodsoul smiled awkwardly and said, “H-Haha, I was just saying.” 

Even though Ji Canglan expressed his displeasure, in the depth of his heart, he actually thought so too! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1168: God Corrupting Blood Beads 

“Ye Yuan, these people are already devilfied and won’t have the slightest bit of feelings towards you at 

all! If you continue to be sympathetic, the one who dies in the end will be you!” 

Long Teng’s voice sounded beside Ye Yuan’s ear. 

“Senior ... could it be that ... there’s really no way of saving them?” 

“None! Once devilfied, their outcome is only death! Even if you don’t kill them now, when you kill their 

master, they still have to die!” Long Teng said with the decisiveness that could chop metal. 

Ye Yuan let out a slight sigh and said, “Fine then, I got it.” 

Wisps of divine essence quietly entered the Evil Extermination Sword. 

All of a sudden, Ye Yuan’s sword energy skyrocketed! 

Those sword lights emitted by the sword formation were actually directly crushed by Ye Yuan’s sword 

energy. 

Swoosh, swoosh, swoosh. 

Streaks of invisible sword energy were emitted from the Evil Extermination Sword, causing Ye Yuan’s 

defensive circle to grow larger and larger. 
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Seeing this scene, Ji Canglan and Bloodsoul’s expression both changed greatly. 

“Not good! This brat actually held back strength! Looks like he only couldn’t bear to kill his former fellow 

disciples just now, and that’s why he was suppressed by the sword formation,” Bloodsoul said with an 

ugly expression. 

Ji Canglan’s gaze stared at the Ye Yuan inside the sword formation with a glimmer as he gritted his teeth 

and said, “He already cultivated the Evil Extermination Sword Formula to the first level’s great circle of 

perfection realm. The Evil Extermination Divine Sword’s might is already capable of unleashing 10% of its 

power!” 

“Such terrifying comprehension abilities! He obtained the Evil Extermination Sword Formula for at most 

one year plus ago, right? In just over one year, he comprehended Divine Dao laws to such an extent!” 

Bloodsoul said in shock. 

“The son of heaven’s mandate is indeed extraordinary! This group of trash couldn’t come in handy as 

expected. Bloodsoul, time for you all to strike!” Ji Canglan said in a solemn voice. 

“Yes, Lord Holy Son!” Bloodsoul voiced his assent and left. 

Ji Canglan looked at the Ye Yuan inside the battle ring, gaze glinting. It was also uncertain what he was 

thinking about. 

At this time, Ye Yuan turned the sword hilt. A spiral-shaped sword energy spouted out, akin to boring 

into rocks, directly penetrating the sword lights that came from the sword formation. 

Puchi! 

The sword energy coming off the Evil Extermination Divine Sword passed through a peak void mystic’s 

chest without the least bit of hindrance. 

This person was the Medicine King Hall’s former reclusive grand elder. His strength was even a notch 

greater than Sun Man. 

Even though Ye Yuan did not have much contact with him, he also knew that he was a kindly senior. 

The previous life’s Ye Yuan, even though he focused on Alchemy Dao, toward his fellow disciples, he had 

never put on the airs of a young patriarch before. 

Therefore, among these fellow disciples, Ye Yuan’s popularity was still rather high. 

Ye Yuan’s relationship with these people before his eyes was also very harmonious. 

But now, he had to personally end these people’s lives. Ye Yuan was still very uncomfortable in his heart. 

It only stood to reason that he hated Ji Canglan even deeper to the core! 

This guy completely had no bottom line when doing things! 

Following this grand elder’s death, the Nine Consummate God Killing Sword Formation’s power naturally 

became greatly discounted. 

Those sword lights were completely unable to break through the 20 feet area in front of Ye Yuan. 



Ye Yuan sighed lightly and said, “Sorry, everyone! Qingyun is useless and is powerless to save the 

situation! Qingyun will send you all on your way here. This grudge, Qingyun will definitely help you all to 

avenge!” 

Done talking, Ye Yuan’s figure instantly vanished. 

Then, one figure after another fell down from the sky. 

A hundred powerhouses were slaughtered clean by Ye Yuan very quickly. 

Looking at the corpses all over the floor, Ye Yuan heaved a sigh and said, “I’m an alchemy emperor in 

vain and couldn’t save my fellow disciples. Ji Canglan, our grudge is getting bigger and bigger!” 

Ye Yuan knew that if he did not kill these people, they would come and deal with him to no end. 

Seeing this sight, Ji Canglan’s eyes also turned slightly intent as he murmured, “This brat matured quite a 

bit these few years! I even thought that some old familiar faces are able to cause some hindrance to 

him. I didn’t think that ... he didn’t even bat an eyelid.” 

“Ji Canglan, you’ve lost all of your conscience and will die a horrible death!” Ye Yuan looked at Ji Canglan 

and said in a cold voice. 

Ji Canglan smiled and said, “Lost all my conscience? I’m of the fiend race. Don’t you think that it’s 

laughable to say this kind of words to a fiend? As long as we occupy this Divine Realm, we ... are the 

heavens! Rather, you personally killed these seniors of the same sect who had once groomed you 

before. Don’t you have any shame at all? Even if they became fiend slaves, they are at least still alive. 

But now, even their qualifications to carry on living was personally ended by you!” 

Ye Yuan’s expression changed. Clearly, he wavered due to Ji Canglan’s sentence. 

Toward enemies, Ye Yuan had always been decisive in going for the kill. He would not even bat an 

eyelid. 

But towards the people around him, Ye Yuan had always felt tied down. 

Even if these people became fiend slaves. 

But right at this time, warning bells suddenly sounded in Ye Yuan’s mind! 

Countless blood beads came out from within the void and actually already thoroughly surrounded him 

unknowingly! 

The current Ye Yuan seemed to have fallen into the encirclement of countless land mines. It was as if ... 

there was already nowhere to hide. 

Puu, puu, puu ... 

Those blood beads all exploded in an instant! 

In an instantly, blood rain sprayed everywhere! 

Ye Yuan’s expression changed, and he instinctively executed greater teleportation. 



However, it was still too late! 

Some blood beads tainted his Evil Extermination Divine Sword. 

There were even some that splashed on him! 

Ye Yuan’s clothes and skin could not cause the slightest hindrance to these blood beads. 

Once they landed on Ye Yuan’s body, it actually encroached within Ye Yuan’s body. 

Ye Yuan’s alarm was by no means insignificant. He hurriedly investigated the change within his body, 

and his expression could not help changing drastically! 

After these blood beads entered the body, they turned into a tuft of blood-red color mist, enveloping Ye 

Yuan’s essence energy sea. 

Ye Yuan revolved essence energy and actually had an intermittent feeling of sluggishness! 

Looking at the Evil Extermination Sword again, those blood beads disappeared too. Clearly, it had also 

corroded to the insides of the Evil Extermination Sword! 

Ye Yuan discovered that the power of the Evil Extermination sword seemed to be greatly reduced! 

What the hell was those blood beads? 

Looking at this scene, Ji Canglan burst into laughter and said, “My good junior brother, you’re too 

careless!” 

After those blood beads exploded, the entire stretch of the sky seemed to be smeared a scarlet red 

color, looking exceedingly horrifying. 

“Hahaha!” 

Four figures walked out from within the void, their face having a mocking look. 

“Ji Qingyun, the taste of these God Corrupting Blood Beads is still pretty good, right?” 

“Stop struggling. These God Corrupting Blood Beads can defile myriad life under the heavens! As long as 

stained by a tiny bit, your essence energy will be defiled, unable to be used at all.” 

“Also, under this stretch of sky, the four of our combat power will increase one-fifth! While you will 

weaken by one-fifth!” 

“Ji Qingyun, you’re indeed powerful, too bad that you’re ... too foolish! Those good-for-nothings were 

completely useless. If they died, then they died. You actually even had compassion for them. But 

speaking of which, for them to be able to confuse your mind, it’s also considered putting materials to 

good use. Now that you’re going to die too, do you think ... they will be moved or not? Hahaha ...” 

These four people were precisely four out of the six great protectors under Ji Canglan! 
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The six great protectors under Ji Canglan were Bloodevil, Bloodsoul, Bloodcurdle, Bloodextinction, 

Bloodgrudge, and Bloodrain. 

Bloodrain, who was finished off by Ye Yuan under his bedeviled state, was one of them. 

Bloodevil transported the Bloodsoul Beads to the Divine Martial Hall. Currently, at this place, there were 

only four great protectors remaining. 

But these four great protectors were clearly not some simple people. 

The moment they made a move, they already overpowered Ye Yuan. 

Currently, Ye Yuan’s essence energy was sluggish and was completely unable to muster up an effective 

attack. 

Furthermore, this kind of essence energy having corruption effect, it seemed to be spreading. 

In the end, Ye Yuan’s understanding toward the fiend race was still too little. 

He did not think that Ji Canglan actually still had such means. 

But the four great protectors’ words made Ye Yuan extremely enraged. 

“Huhu, are you very infuriated? You humans just love this sort of useless anger.” 

“Your rage is so scary. Use your wrath to come and kill me! Hahaha ...” 

“Tsk tsk, truly a pretty good expression! I just love seeing this kind of outraged but helpless expression of 

humans!” 

... 

The four people chimed in one after another, taunting Ye Yuan. 

Unable to circulate essence energy, Ye Yuan was already a lamb awaiting slaughter now. 

Ji Canglan’s brows furrowed, and he said, “Stop talking crap. Kill him, in case the night is long, and 

dreams are fretful!” 

“Roger!” 

The four people received the order, raising their blades in unison and charged over towards Ye Yuan. 

But right at this time, a sudden turn of events occurred! 

“Roar!” 

A dragon roar that reverberated through the clouds surged to the sky. But this time, Ye Yuan did not 

transform into a massive dragon. 

Even so, the dragon pressure on his body was not the slightest bit weaker compared to turning into a 

dragon. 

To Ye Yuan, fighting in human form was still more carefree. 



Caught off guard, the terrifying dragon pressure actually directly sent the four people flying out. 

“Since I’m unable to use essence energy, then I’ll just use the power of the fleshy body!” Ye Yuan said 

very indifferently. 

Despite being sent flying by the air billow, Bloodsoul the four of them did not get any injuries. 

Seeing this scene, Bloodsoul could not help smiling as he said, “Your fleshly body’s strength doesn’t even 

reach peak Tier 9! Dealing with the four of us, it’s still death!” 

The power of sanguinary, Ye Yuan had once seen on quite a few people before. 

But those people compared to these four people before his eyes, the disparity was too great. 

A bloody light shot to the skies. The four people carried a strange blade momentum and charged over 

towards Ye Yuan. 

As expected, just as they said, under this stretch of blood-colored space, the four of their strength 

skyrocketed. 

Ye Yuan could distinctly sense that these four people’s strength indeed surpassed ordinary void mystic 

powerhouses significantly. 

The four people superimposing together, the momentum was even more impressively shocking. 

Ye Yuan pulled out the fire rod and clashed together with the four people, and actually did not fall into a 

disadvantageous position in the slightest! 

Ye Yuan’s dragon wave was long cultivated to late-stage spirit rank. The increase to his strength was not 

just a tiny bit. 

Even if not utilizing essence energy, Ye Yuan could similarly battle with powerhouses that surpassed 

peak void mystic by relying on the dragon race’s martial techniques. 

“How is that possible? You ... You’re actually not affected by the God Corrupting Blood Heaven!” 

Bloodsoul said in astonishment. 

As Ye Yuan fought, he said disdainfully, “A true dragon fleshy body is an extreme yang and indomitable 

physique of the world. With just the likes of your despicable means, how can it have constraining effects 

on me?” 

“Damn it, this brat’s tricks really emerge in an endless stream!” Bloodcurdle said angrily. 

Following the increase in cultivation realm, Ye Yuan’s true dragon bloodline had long reached sacred 

rank already! 

The dragon race’s bloodline was one of the noblest bloodlines in the world. How could it be suppressed 

by this Godbane Blood Heaven? 

The proud dragon race would never lower their heads to anybody. 

Not even the fiend race! 



Seeing this scene, Ji Canglan’s gaze flickered incessantly. Clearly, he was quite surprised. 

“The son of heaven’s mandate! The son of heaven’s mandate! Not seeing him for just a short 20 years or 

so, just how many trump cards does he have! However, it already reached this point. His trump cards 

should be used up, right?” 

Thinking to the back, the corners of Ji Canglan’s mouth unconsciously revealed a hint of a smile. 

He naturally knew that the son of heaven’s mandate was difficult to deal with. The reason why he set up 

so many contingency plans was in order to exhaust Ye Yuan’s trump cards! 

“The few of you, stop playing! Quickly finish him!” Ji Canglan said rather annoyedly. 

Hearing Ji Canglan’s voice, the four figures retreated explosively, instantly pulling apart the distance 

from Ye Yuan. 

“Sigh, how boring! Hard to come across such an interesting fellow, can’t even play a while more,” 

Bloodsoul said helplessly. 

“Forget it, Lord Holy Son is already unhappy. If we still don’t take it seriously, he’ll probably directly 

erase us,” Bloodcurdle said. 

“But this brat is really strong! Under the circumstances of not employing essence energy, he actually 

fought to a draw with the four of us. No wonder he’s the son of heaven’s mandate. This strength is truly 

terrifying!” Bloodextinction said. 

“No matter how great his strength is, it’s only this and nothing more as well! Come on!” Bloodsoul said 

coolly. 

Finished talking, the four people actually turned into a cloud of blood mist with a bang! 

Four long sabers actually combined into one! 

Ye Yuan’s gaze turned intent, revealing a stunned look. 

This move seemed to be somewhat extraordinary! 

“The six of them are of the Blood Condensing Holy Physique! The terrifying aspect of this kind of 

physique is that they can each battle individually, and they can also merge into one body. You’re very 

lucky that Bloodrain was killed by you and that Bloodevil isn’t at the Medicine King Hall either. But 

dealing with you, the four of them should be adequate.” 

Ji Canglan explained by the side very coolly. Clearly, he was very confident in the four of their combined 

attack. 

The six great protectors’ combined bodies’ attack, it was rather demanding for even him to deal with it 

as well. 

These six great protectors were created by the divine master expending a tremendous price. 

Divine Master spent several thousand years before creating 24 Blood Condensing Holy Physiques. 



Once these 24 Blood Condensing Holy Physiques combined into one, even if the Heaven Stabilizing 

Divine King, Zhuge Qingxuan was here, it would be more than he could chew off too. 

The activities that the fiend race carried out in secret these few years were mostly completed by these 

24 Blood Condensing Holy Physiques. 

Under the circumstances where the divine master was unable to emerge, these 24 Blood Condensing 

Holy Physiques could be said to be his representatives. 

The divine master sent six great protectors to come and assist Ji Canglan in one go. The importance he 

attached on Ji Canglan could be seen. 

Of course, Ji Canglan did not disappoint him either. 

Ever since the Medicine King Hall’s change, Ji Canglan did a lot of things openly and covertly. 

Just the speed of collecting Bloodsoul Beads was several dozens of times faster than in the past. 

This colossal project, Ji Canglan also thoroughly completed it not long ago. 

All along, the divine master was very satisfied with Ji Canglan’s performance. The sole exception was Ye 

Yuan. 

All of a sudden, Ye Yuan’s gaze turned sharp! 

Those four exploded clouds of blood mist suddenly gathered together, becoming a person! 

But this person’s aura was completely different from those four people previously. 

Just judging from the aura, this person’s strength was very terrifying! 

“Huhu, savor it well, this final hour!” Ji Canglan said with mockery. 

Hearing that, Ye Yuan beamed broadly and said, “Since you know that I’m the son of heaven’s mandate, 

then you should be prepared for a reckoning! This level of tricks and you want to kill the son of heaven’s 

mandate?” 

Ye Yuan’s mocking laugh made Ji Canglan’s expression changed. 
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Ji Canglan’s gaze turned sharp! 

He saw that Ye Yuan actually slowly withdrew the Sacred Dragon Token! 

Ye Yuan slowly shut his eyes. All the muscles in his entire body were trembling rhythmically. 

“Sigh, is this freak finally going to use it? Over 50 thousand years later, finally seeing it once again!” 

Inside the Vast Heaven Pagoda, Long Teng had been paying attention to the battle situation all along. 

When he saw Ye Yuan keep the Sacred Dragon Token, he knew that this little freak was going to unleash 

a big move. 
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Ye Yuan had long cultivated the dragon wave to spirit rank perfection realm. As for divine rank dragon 

wave, that was just something of the legends. 

However, in 100 thousand years, one person who truly cultivated dragon wave to divine rank, it was 

Long Teng! 

What the dragon clan’s divine inscriptions recorded was precisely how to train dragon wave to divine 

rank! 

With Long Teng’s overwhelming talent, he comprehended the divine inscriptions and attained divine 

rank dragon wave. That was how he became the dragon clan’s strongest in these 100 thousand years. 

But Long Teng spent close to 500 years comprehending divine rank dragon wave back then. 

But Ye Yuan merely just spent a day! 

From spirit rank dragon wave to divine rank dragon wave, same as all comprehensions of divine 

inscriptions, the hardest was crossing the threshold. 

But this crossing of the threshold was too easy to Ye Yuan. 

Even if Long Teng had long been prepared in his heart, he was also dumbstruck with amazement by Ye 

Yuan’s comprehension speed. 

“Truly worthy of being the Atavism Dragon Soul! This kind of comprehension ability can simply be rated 

as heaven-defying! A physique that is hard to encounter once every million years, truly inconceivable! 

This boy is full of secrets everywhere on him. Just how did this Atavism Dragon Soul of his come about?” 

Long Teng shook his head and said with a sigh. 

He also could not understand till now, Ye Yuan was clearly a human martial artist, why would he possess 

a dragon race’s physique that was hard to come across once every million years! 

The Blood Condensing Holy Physique wielded a long blade in his hand, his aura astonishing. 

Along the way, Ye Yuan had encountered martial artists who used the sanguine power several times. But 

compared to this Blood Condensing Holy Physique, it was simply a small apprentice meeting a great 

sorcerer. 

“Go to hell! Blood Dyeing the Sky!” 

A bold and uninhibited blade carrying an unreasonable crushing force shot straight towards Ye Yuan’s 

face. 

Looking from the sides, that sharp blade light virtually split the blood-colored sky into two halves! 

“Roar!” 

At the same time, a virtually materialized golden dragon claw similarly tore apart the sky and welcomed 

that blood-colored blade light! 

Blade light versus dragon claw, it made people’s necks shrink back! 

Everyone all thought that this dragon claw would absolutely be split by the blade. 



Boom! 

Under everyone’s stares, two terrifying waves of energy collided together, kicking up a brilliant energy 

undulation. 

Soundless energy instantly spread throughout the entire Medicine King Hall! 

Many fiend race martial artists did not even let out a miserable cry and were utterly obliterated by this 

surge of energy. 

The two streams of energy actually entered a deadlock in mid-air. 

This blade that was sufficient to split apart everything was actually forcefully caught by the golden 

dragon claw! 

Rumble … 

The two surges of energy started vibrating fiercely. Suddenly, Ji Canglan’s expression changed. 

That indifferent look from before was long replaced by shock already! 

“This … This is the dragon race’s divine rank martial technique! This guy … he comprehended divine rank 

dragon wave?” Ji Canglan said shock written all over his face. 

Ji Canglan had been on undercover among the human race for a long time, but he was still very clear 

about some of the Divine Realm’s secrets. 

The dragon race’s martial technique was completely established on the basis of dragon wave. 

And the hallmark of dragon wave breaking through to divine rank was golden color! 

That seemingly corporeal golden dragon claw clearly showed that Ye Yuan comprehended divine rank 

dragon wave! 

Bang! 

A huge bang came over, startling the Ji Canglan, who was ruminating in his thoughts. 

After stalemating for a short while, the golden dragon claw actually crushed that unparalleled blade 

light! 

This was not over yet! 

The golden dragon claw directly smacked down towards the Blood Condensing Holy Physique. 

“ARGHHH … !” 

Amidst miserable cries, the Blood Condensing Holy Physique was directly smacked into a cloud of blood 

mist. 

Four clouds of black mist escaped from under the Coiling Dragon Heaven Devastating Palm. 

Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh … 



Those blood mists actually condensed four figures once more with the black gas as the center. Who 

could it be if not Bloodsoul the four of them? 

The divine rank Coiling Dragon Heaven Devastating Palm actually did not strike them dead in one palm! 

Bloodsoul had a look of lingering fear in his heart. The color on his face also faded away a lot, appearing 

very pale. 

Clearly, even though this palm did not smack him dead, it also greatly reduced his strength. 

“Haha, what’s the use even if this palm was any more powerful! The few of us are of undying bodies! 

You … can’t kill us! Haha …” 

Bloodsoul let out a crazed laugh, while Ye Yuan, who had no movements all along, suddenly opened his 

eyes! 

Ji Canglan had been paying attention to Ye Yuan’s direction all along. Ever since after executing the 

Coiling Dragon Heaven Devastating Palm, Ye Yuan shut his eyes all the way. It was also uncertain what 

he was doing. 

At this time, Ye Yuan suddenly snapped open his two eyes. Rays of brilliant light shot out of his eyes. Ji 

Canglan cussed in his heart! 

“Be careful!” Ji Canglan yelled out. 

Bloodsoul was startled and hurriedly cast movement technique, wanting to escape. 

Puchi! 

Of the four people, three people got away. But there was a figure who was directly hacked into blood 

mist by Ye Yuan once again. 

It was just that this time, Ye Yuan did not give him the chance to revive. 

Inside the Domain of Sword, Ye Yuan directly ground everything up, including that cloud of black gas. 

Bloodextinction, dead! 

Bloodsoul the three of them revealed thunderstruck expressions, looked at Ye Yuan, and said with an 

expression like they had seen a ghost, “You … You resolved the God Corrupting Blood Bead? How did 

you do it?” 

That scene earlier, Ye Yuan did not have the slightest feeling of sluggishness when casting martial 

technique. 

Evil Extermination Sword’s power recovered to its peak condition again. 

Very clearly, Ye Yuan already completely resolved God Corrupting Blood Bead! 

It was just that, Bloodsoul did not dare to believe at all how Ye Yuan did it. 



A hint of a cold sneer flashed across the corners of Ye Yuan’s mouth as he said coolly, “A mere 

corrupting object, what’s hard about removing it? To think that you all still treated this lousy thing as a 

treasure!” 

The moment Bloodsoul heard, his face could not turning stiff. 

Lousy thing? 

The God Corrupting Blood Bead was an existence that could even corrupt divine artifacts. When it 

reached Ye Yuan’s mouth, it actually became a lousy thing? 

The God Corrupting Blood Bead was naturally not a lousy thing. But they did not know that Ye Yuan had 

a Cleansing Sandal Sacred Flame on him and could purify myriad objects under the heavens! 

These God Corrupting Blood Beads were merely man-made. 

However, a peak Tier 9 Cleansing Sandal Sacred Flame was the purest, most unadulterated power of fire 

essence in the world! 

As long as Ye Yuan was given some time, purifying tainted blood was naturally accomplished with ease. 

After the Coiling Dragon Heaven Devastating Palm, Ye Yuan was already silently revolving Fiery, 

eliminating the corrupted blood inside his essence energy sea and inside the Evil Extermination Sword 

clean. 

This sudden attack caught the four people off guard. 

Resulting in Bloodextinction being instantly eradicated! 

“No! I … I don’t believe it! The God Corrupting Blood Bead is our lifeblood sanguine power! How can you 

possibly resolve it?” 

Bloodsoul had a savage look, his eyes filled with disbelief. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “It doesn’t matter whether you believe or not. Either way, freaks like you all won’t 

be existing anymore right away.” 

Done talking, Ye Yuan’s figure suddenly vanished! 

Bloodsoul’s gaze turned intent, but Ye Yuan already quietly arrived by his side. 


